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ARM ED CONFLICT and ENVIRONM ENT :
An interdisciplinary consideration of m ilitarism & nature
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COURSE DESCRIPTION: This course aims to explore the relationship between the natural
environment and armed social conflict. This is a multi-directional relationship, which is to say
that there are conflicts over the environment (battles for land, water, minerals etc…) and
environmental effects produced by the act of human conflict (warfare, the building and
maintenance of military infrastructure, displacement of people etc…).
We will utilize materials from a wide range of sources (theater, law, film, sociology, public
health etc…) in order to attempt to understand the way armed conflict and ecology intersect.
COURSE GOALS: Students will consider the complex relationship between armed conflicts
over ecology and the ecological impacts of armed conflict. Students will be asked to think
critically about narratives of scarcity, security, and nationalism in the context of globalization,
neo-colonialism, and transnational capitalism. Students will generate research a final project
based on bringing together their professional / intellectual aspirations and their new
understanding of armed conflict and the environment.
LEARNING OBJECTIVES: By the end of the course students will (1) be familiar with historical
and contemporary patterns of environmentally motivated conflict, (2) be familiar with critical
theory approaches to thinking about conflict and the environment, (3) be familiar with the
ecological impacts of militarism, (4) students will develop and complete a project relevant to
this topic.
	
  	
  
UNITS OF THE COURSE
Armed Conflict and Resource Extraction – Case Study: Elsipogtog
Theories of Environmental Conflict/Conflict and Environment
Nuclear Weapons, Testing, and Waste
Militarized Responses to Environmental Movements
Soldiers, Environmental Health and Justice
Military to Wildlife Conversions
REQUIRED TEXTS
Debriefing Elsipogtog: The Anatomy of a Struggle by Miles Howe
Burning Vision by Marie Clements
Proving Grounds: Militarized Landscapes, Weapons Testing, and the Environmental Impact of
U.S. Bases Edwin A. Martini (Editor)
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GRADE BREAKDOWN
Major project – 40%
Midterm – 20 %
Participation – 25%
Homework – 15%
MAJOR PROJECT
The form and content of the final project is flexible in order to accommodate the variety of
student interests and ambition. Form may be academic, professional, or creative. Students may
work alone or in teams of 2-3 people (project expectations will be adjusted for groups).

ALL projects will include:
1. A literature review of relevant materials (completed in week 7)
2. An “Introduction” that uses at least 8 readings from our course to explain what the
connections are between militarism (armed conflict) and the environment and why it
is important. This part of the project is basically like a final essay showing what
you’ve learned in the course.
3. A complete works cited.
4. Creative projects will also need to include a 3-4 page artist’s statement.
PROJECT DEVELOPMENT TIMELINE
Week 1
Explore what environmental issues / organizations are of interest to you. Where
do you see yourself going with this degree? What kinds of solutions are you
hoping to be a part of?
Due: in class writing throughout the week
HW 1 due by Friday of week 1
Week 2
Brainstorming how might your interests intersect with issues of armed conflict?
Due: in class writing throughout the week
HW 2 due by Friday of week 2
Office Hour meetings (about 10-15 minutes each)
Week 3 & 4
Researching how your interests intersect with armed conflict. During this time
period you will gather both academic and
popular sources relating to your interests & armed conflict.
Due: HW 3 due Friday Week 3
Office Hour meetings during week 3 (about 10-15 minutes each)
Annotated Bibliography of 10-15 sources (min. 8 academic/professional) due by
Friday of week 4
Week 5
Midterm Exam taken this week. NO PROJECT WORK
Week 6 & 7
Preparing a lit review that summarizes how your interests intersect with armed
conflict.
Due: 2-4 page lit review of your bibliography materials due Friday of week 7
Office Hours not required by strongly recommended during this phase
Week 8
Pitching final project concept.

Due: 1-2 page explanation of your final project form due by class on Thurs
Week 9 & 10
Creating the project. Nothing due, but it is smart to check in with me.
Finals Week
Due: During our university assigned Final Exam period you will present you final
project.
_______________________________________________________
Major Project Component Worth
Meetings – 10%
Lit Review – 15%
Introduction – 25 %
The Project – 40%
Presentation – 10%
Rubrics will be designed once project forms have been determined.	
  	
  
	
  

